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Abstract  
 

In 2009 the Greek government granted Chinese state-owned company Cosco a thirty-five year 
lease on Pier 2 of the container port of Piraeus. The concession functions as a transhipment zone 
where containers arriving on ships from China can be transferred onto feeder ships travelling 
elsewhere in the Mediterranean without incurring customs duties. A deal between Cosco and 
Hewlett Packard has sealed an arrangement where hardware products manufactured in China will 
be transported through the terminal and the Piraeus site is widely identified as China’s ‘gateway to 
Europe’. With attention to the labour regimes and logistical technologies that facilitate mobilities 
through this space, the paper examines the Cosco concession in Piraeus from the point of view of 
China-led globalisation, economic crisis, the production of urban space and the role of 
infrastructure in building the material fabric of the contemporary capitalist world. 
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